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This gorgeous survey of art from the Islamic world covers three continents and fourteen centuries. From its
birth in the seventh century through modern times, the Islamic religion has inspired glorious works of art.
This stunning book includes more than four hundred reproductions of treasures of Islamic art that span the
world: from southern Europe, along the entire Mediterranean basin to sub-Saharan Africa through the Middle
East, India, and Central Asia. Arranged geographically, the objects include paintings, miniatures, ceramics,
calligraphy, textiles, carpets, and metal works. Each region is given a thorough introduction that offers
historical context and extensive descriptions of its artifacts. Accompanying essays offer guidance in
interpreting the many themes that tie these works together, including typology, calligraphy, and religious
beliefs. Despite its wide-ranging history and origins, Islamic art is unified by its devotion to faith and beauty.
With its large format, exquisite reproductions and extensive research, this book is a thorough introduction to
an artistic tradition.
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From reader reviews:

Patrick Lyon:

As people who live in the particular modest era should be upgrade about what going on or facts even
knowledge to make all of them keep up with the era which can be always change and make progress. Some
of you maybe can update themselves by reading books. It is a good choice for you but the problems coming
to you actually is you don't know which one you should start with. This Islamic Art is our recommendation
to make you keep up with the world. Why, because this book serves what you want and wish in this era.

Jennifer Joseph:

Now a day those who Living in the era wherever everything reachable by talk with the internet and the
resources in it can be true or not involve people to be aware of each info they get. How individuals to be
smart in getting any information nowadays? Of course the reply is reading a book. Studying a book can help
individuals out of this uncertainty Information mainly this Islamic Art book as this book offers you rich data
and knowledge. Of course the details in this book hundred per cent guarantees there is no doubt in it you
probably know this.

Concepcion Shaw:

This Islamic Art is great book for you because the content that is certainly full of information for you who
have always deal with world and get to make decision every minute. This kind of book reveal it details
accurately using great plan word or we can point out no rambling sentences inside it. So if you are read this
hurriedly you can have whole info in it. Doesn't mean it only provides straight forward sentences but hard
core information with splendid delivering sentences. Having Islamic Art in your hand like finding the world
in your arm, info in it is not ridiculous just one. We can say that no publication that offer you world in ten or
fifteen second right but this reserve already do that. So , this can be good reading book. Heya Mr. and Mrs.
hectic do you still doubt that?

David Wade:

In this age globalization it is important to someone to get information. The information will make a
professional understand the condition of the world. The fitness of the world makes the information simpler to
share. You can find a lot of references to get information example: internet, newspaper, book, and soon. You
can observe that now, a lot of publisher that will print many kinds of book. The actual book that
recommended to you personally is Islamic Art this book consist a lot of the information in the condition of
this world now. This book was represented so why is the world has grown up. The words styles that writer
use for explain it is easy to understand. The particular writer made some study when he makes this book.
Here is why this book suitable all of you.
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